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Abstract— We present a technique to enhance the 802.11 link–
layer effectiveness for video packets by changing the scope
of the standard 802.11 error detection step. According to the
proposed technique, the link–layer retransmits video packets only
if errors are detected in the most sensitive bit class, instead
of retransmitting all corrupted packets irrespective of errors
number and position. A test implementation of the partial
checksum technique for H.264 video transmission is presented,
where the link–level checksum protects only the most important
subset of the compressed video bitstream, as defined by the
ITU–T H.264 standard. Simulation results —obtained using NS–2
and a channel model based on experimental error traces— show
that the negative impact of errors on the less sensitive bits is
counterbalanced by the lower number of discarded video packets,
lower average delay and reduced network load. The proposed
partial checksum technique provides consistent video quality
improvements, up to 1–1.5 dB, with respect to the standard
full–checksum technique as well as to other state–of–the–art
techniques, such as header–only protection and unequal error
protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the IEEE 802.11 wireless local networking
(WLAN) standard [1] has gained widespread popularity as a
method to allow wireless access to the Internet. From plain In-
ternet access, typically used for applications such as email and
web browsing, the focus is now shifting towards Multimedia
applications over WLAN, including Wi-Fi telephony, stream-
ing, videoconferencing, and wireless collaborative gaming.
However, several challenges need to be addressed to provide
successful real-time multimedia applications over a network
originally designed for generic data packet traffic and char-
acterized by potentially high error rates. Multimedia data, in
fact, are characterized by strictly bounded quality of service
requirements in terms of packet losses, end-to-end delays and
jitter.
Many schemes have been proposed to enhance the perfor-
mance of multimedia communications over 802.11 wireless
LANs. For instance, layered coding coupled with Unequal
Error Protection (UEP) obtained by using different retry limits
at the link level has recently been shown to deliver interesting
results [2] [3] [4].
This work was supported in part by MIUR, Project FIRB-PRIMO,
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An important characteristic of multimedia traffic is that
damaged packets are often preferable to outright lost packets.
Multimedia compression algorithms, in fact, typically provide
a certain degree of error resilience that can be exploited by
the decoder to recover useful information even in partially
corrupted packets. The current IEEE 802.11 Media Access
Control (MAC) layer, however, prevents the forwarding of
erroneous packets, irrespective of error number and position.
Corrupted packets are discarded and the sender will retransmit
the data until a given maximum retransmission limit (retry
limit) is reached [1].
Recently, the UDP Lite transport protocol [5] has been
employed to address the issue of partially corrupted packets
in wireless multimedia communications. Video transmission
using UDP Lite over a cellular access network has been
studied in [6], showing that UDP Lite allows throughput im-
provements and end-to-end delay reductions which can benefit
delay-sensitive applications that do not have stringent error
requirements. The performance of the UDP Lite protocol is
also evaluated in [7] by means of actual 802.11b experiments
using different physical layer transmission speeds. An analyt-
ical byte-level channel model is built from the error traces.
The impact of errors at the application level is considered
for the case of video, showing that the quality degrades
significantly increasing the physical transmission speed. In that
work, however, the coverage of the UDP Lite checksum is
limited to protocol headers, and the 802.11 MAC level error
checking feature is completely disabled, hence no MAC level
retransmissions are used.
In [8], a modified version of the UDP Lite protocol is
proposed. It features a checksum for the packet header, and
at the same time it provides an interface to forward all the
information supplied by the CRC failures in link-layer frames
to the application layer, to improve error location inside the
packets. This protocol is combined with a UEP scheme applied
to fixed-size link-layer frames in a 3G wireless scenario.
In [9] an architecture for multimedia transmission based on
UDP Lite partial checksum coupled with congestion control
is presented showing significant throughput improvements in
a wired-wireless scenario. Others suggest to limit the UDP
Lite partial checksum to the packet header [10], focusing
on schemes that add redundancy at the data link level, and
allowing packets containing errors to be forwarded to the
applications. Both works, however, do not measure the quality
of the received multimedia streams.
These works, however, do not consider the possibility of a
partial checksum at the link layer. Link-layer error detection
is particularly attractive for moderate or high end-to-end
delay scenarios, where end-to-end retransmission schemes are
generally not applicable. Hop-based retransmission, in fact, is
very fast, delivering “acceptable” packets with lower delay.
In this paper we propose to modify the IEEE 802.11
network link-layer to better support video communications
allowing partially corrupted packets to be forwarded (and
not discarded). A similar approach has already been explored
for speech communication [11] [12]. A video transmission
scheme is proposed, in which video packets are retransmitted
by the MAC protocol only if errors are detected in the
most sensitive subset of the compressed bistream, that —if
corrupted— would introduce noticeable visual artifacts into
the decompressed video sequence. Simulation results show
that the negative effects of errors in the less sensitive bits
are counterbalanced by the lower number of discarded video
packets, lower average delay and reduced network load. Com-
parisons with the standard full-checksum technique as well
as state-of-the-art techniques such as unequal error protection
and header-only protection demonstrate that the proposed
technique delivers consistent video quality improvements.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly
review the 802.11 wireless standard. Section III illustrates the
advantages of the proposed partial checksum scheme, while
Section IV presents an analytical description of its behavior.
Section V describes an implementation of the partial checksum
scheme for the specific case of H.264 video transmission.
Section VI explains the experimental setup, including encoder
configuration, wireless channel modeling and simulation sce-
nario. Results, including comparisons with reference schemes,
are presented in Section VII. Conclusions are drawn in Sec-
tion VIII.
II. 802.11 WIRELESS STANDARD
In an 802.11 wireless LAN architecture, the fundamental
access method used to support asynchronous data transfer on
a best effort basis is the Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF). It operates in a contention mode, requiring all stations
to contend for each transmitted packet to gain access to the
channel [13].
In the IEEE 802.11 MAC [1], each data-type frame consists
of a MAC header, a variable length information frame body,
and a Frame Check Sequence (FCS). Except for the wireless
bridging case, the MAC protocol overhead is 28 bytes, com-
posed of a 24-byte MAC header and a 4-byte trailer containing
a checksum (FCS) of the MAC frame.
Upon frame reception the destination station compares the
frame FCS with a new one computed over all the received
MAC bits. Only if all the bits are correct the frame is positively
acknowledged by sending an ACK frame back to the source
station. When, after a network error, an ACK is not received,
the source station contends again for the channel to transmit
the unacknowledged packet and, in case of further error, retries
until a given maximum retry limit is reached [1]. Therefore,
the time needed to successfully send a MAC frame can be
quite large if compared with the physical layer transmission
time of a single MAC frame. Note, in fact, that a new
channel contention phase is needed for each retransmission,
and the size of the Contention Window (CW), i.e. the time
interval in which the station randomly selects the instant of
the next transmission attempt, doubles after each unsuccessful
retransmission.
III. PARTIAL CHECKSUM FOR WIRELESS MULTIMEDIA
Wireless networks, unlike wired networks, are prone to bit
errors. However, as long as errors affect the less percetually
important data bits, modern multimedia applications can often
deal with corrupted frames better than with lost ones by
means of error resilient coder design and error concealment
techniques. But if sensitive information is corrupted, such as
header data, the video quality may degrade considerably, and
some decoders could crash.
Consider, for instance, a receiver station that detects cor-
ruption in a packet. On the one hand, the protocol stack could
decide to simply discard it. In this case, the video decoder
would trigger an error concealment routine that handles the
missing packet. On the other hand, despite the errors, the
packet could be forwarded to the video decoding engine that
can at least partially decode the packet, thus minimizing
the distortion caused by the errors. If important information
contained in the packets, such as motion vectors, is not
corrupted, the performance of the concealment technique can
be considerably improved.
Recent video standards include a number of techniques
to enhance the robustness of the compressed data streams
[14]. Some techniques, such as the Reversible Variable Length
Codes (RVLC), aim to extract the maximum amount of
information from blocks of corrupted data. Others, for instance
the insertion of resynchronization markers, help to recover
the synchronization as fast as possible in case of errors.
Data Partitioning (DP) and layered coding provide an a
priori classification and separation of bits according to their
sensitivity to errors and losses. These coding modes are usually
coupled with Unequal Error Protection (UEP) schemes to
take advantage of the different error sensitivity of the various
classes or layers.
In this paper we argue that, for 802.11 networks, a partial
checksum approach at the link layer coupled with data parti-
tioning can improve the performance of video transmissions.
The fundamental idea is that no error detection needs to
be performed on perceptually less relevant bits, which are
forwarded to the application as they are. Application level error
resilient techniques are exploited to recover the maximum
amount of useful information from the corrupted data. Note,
however, that the MAC level checksum cannot be completely
disabled due to the high bit error rate of wireless communica-
tions, hence the necessity of a partial checksum mechanism.
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Fig. 1. Data-type 802.11 MAC frame structure modified for partial checksum.
MAC level headers, in fact, definitely need to be checked
for errors to prevent misdelivered packets and to ensure the
correct behavior of the 802.11 MAC protocol at each station.
Moreover, higher level protocol headers, such as IP, UDP and
RTP, need to be protected as well to ensure correct protocol
operations.
We propose to design a flexible partial checksum mech-
anism introducing a two-byte fixed-length field before the
payload that indicates how many bits from the beginning of the
MAC frame must be considered to compute the frame FCS.
The proposed frame structure is shown in Figure 1.
The UDP Lite protocol [5] considers a similar approach
at the transport level. It introduces a partial checksum on the
UDP data unit to protect only the UDP header and the sensitive
part of the payload. If an error occurs in the checksummed bits,
the receiver should drop the packet, otherwise it is forwarded
to the application. The usefulness of the partial checksum,
however, relies on the possibility to prevent the MAC layer
from dropping corrupted packets at least in case of UDP
Lite packets. Moreover, partial checksum at the transport level
implies that packet checking is performed only at the transmis-
sion end points. Therefore, UDP Lite supports only end-to-end
error control mechanisms, and it cannot provide fast hop-by-
hop retransmission unlike the 802.11 MAC level partial check-
sum we propose. The benefit of fast hop-by-hop retransmission
is particularly evident in scenarios characterized by a moderate
or high end-to-end delay, in which end-to-end retransmission-
based robustness techniques are inapplicable. In our proposal,
UDP Lite is only used to allow a corrupted MAC payload to
reach the application level.
IV. PARTIAL CHECKSUM ANALYSIS
To illustrate the behavior of the proposed partial checksum
technique, let us consider an 802.11 MAC frame where
the checksummed and not checksummed amount of bits are
respectively denoted by  and  as in Fig. 1. For simplicity’s
sake, only for the analysis presented in this section, we assume
that the bit error probability is uniform and equal to  , and
each bit is independent of the others.
The packet error rate of a full checksummed packet ( 	
 )
can, therefore, be expressed by the equation

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where ! "# is the total number of bits of which the packet is
composed, including the MAC level header bits. If a maximum
of $ % retransmission are allowed, the Packet Loss Rate
(PLR) of the full checksummed packets, &
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For a partial checksum scheme the decision to retransmit
the packets is based only on the first  bits. Figure 2 shows a
diagram of all the possibilities for a partial checksum scheme
which allows up to $ transmissions for each packet. In this
scheme, the packet error rate ( &8
! ) as measured at the MAC
level is given by
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Therefore, the PLR for the partially checksummed packets,
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This condition is indicated by the black circle marked as
lost in Figure 2. Comparing Eq. (1) and (3), it is clear that,
for a given  ,
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Therefore, if the same number of retransmissions is allowed
in both schemes, the packet loss probability of the partial
checksum scheme is lower than the one of the full checksum
scheme:
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The Corrupted Packet Rate, @8A
'
! , that is the probability
that a packet is accepted with an error in the less sensitive B
bits for $ transmissions (see the states labeled as corrupted
in Figure 2), is
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For $ P , i.e. no retransmissions, the following equation
holds
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that is, some packets considered lost by the full checksum
scheme are accepted by the partial checksum scheme because
errors are located only in the not checksummed part.
1    transmissionst 2    transmissionnd
corrupted
correctcorrect
corrupted corrupted
correct
lost
N−th transmission
packets
Completely correct
Packets whose FCS
fails
Partially corrupted
packets
Fig. 2. Diagram of all the possible outcomes in case of   transmissions of a packet. Final states are shown as black circles.
Finally, consider the expected number of transmissions

for each packet, both in the full and partial checksum
schemes. For the full checksum scheme, the expected number
of transmissions with a maximum number of transmissions
equals to $ is given by
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Analogously, for the partial checksum scheme, the expected
number of transmissions is
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Eq. (9) and (10) show that, for a given  , the number of
packet transmissions is always lower in the partial checksum
scheme. Each term of the sum, in fact, is less or equal than the
corresponding term in the other sum (recall Eq. (5)). Therefore
the network load due to the MAC level retransmissions is
lower in the partial checksum case, with positive effects on
the quality of service of all flows.
V. PARTIAL CHECKSUM FOR H.264 VIDEO TRANSMISSION
In our experiments, the data partitioning functionality of
the H.264 standard [15] is employed to pack the bits in
sensitivity order. The compressed video stream is subdivided
by the encoder into three classes or partitions. According
to the standard, class A, the most important one, is used
for headers, including macroblock headers and for motion
vector information. Class B and C are designed to contain the
texture information of the various types of macroblocks. In the
proposed partial checksum scheme, all the data belonging to a
slice is arranged into a single packet. Class A bits are placed
at the beginning of the packet, and their number determines
the checksum coverage. The remaining part of the packet is
Class A bits
(b) Class A bits
(c) Class A bits Class B & C bits
Class B & C bits
Class B & C bits
Class A bits
(d)
Class B & C bits
(a) Headers
Headers
Headers
Headers
Headers
Fig. 3. Comparison of transmission schemes: proposed partial checksum
(a), full checksum (b), header partial checksum (c) and UEP (d). The shaded
area represents the checksum coverage. Both MAC and IP/UDP/RTP protocol
headers are always protected.
filled with class B and C bits. The proposed packet structure
is shown in Figure 3(a).
To evaluate the performance of the proposed partial check-
sum scheme, Section VII presents comparisons with three
other transmission schemes. Two schemes, namely the full
checksum and the header partial checksum, feature a different
amount of checksummed bits per packet. In the full checksum
scheme, shown in Figure 3(b), all the bits of each packet are
included in the checksum computation, hence that scheme
represents the standard 802.11 behavior. The header-only
partial checksum scheme, illustrated in Figure 3(c), is based
on the same principle of the proposed partial checksum, but it
restricts the checksum computation to the bits of the MAC and
transport level headers. Finally, an unequal error protection
scheme, shown in Figure 3(d), has been implemented for
comparison purposes. It performs a checksum extended to the
whole packets, but the H.264 partitions are placed into two
separate MAC frames with different retry limits. Examples of
such approach are described, for instance, in [3] [4]. To fairly
compare the schemes, the same retry limit value as in our
proposed scheme is assigned to packets containing the H.264
A-type partition, while packets containing the H.264 B- and
C-type partitions are sent only once.
Note that only the full checksum scheme is fully compliant
with the current 802.11 standard; all the other schemes require
either the partial checksum feature or the option to set a
different retry limit for each packet class. Both features are not
supported by the current 802.11 standard [1]. Proposals such
as the 802.11e specification are expected to address some of
these issues [16].
In all the schemes under test, we assume that any video unit
(i.e. slice) whose class A bits are corrupted or lost cannot be
decoded without introducing a large distortion, thus the whole
video unit is considered lost. If the class A bits of a video
unit are correctly received, the decoder faces two possible
situations: the class B and C bits can be either corrupted or
lost (depending on the transmission scheme). In the first case,
the error resilience of the bitstream is exploited to decode the
B and C partition as much as possible, while in the latter case
a concealment technique can be applied taking advantage of
the class A information, e.g. motion vectors.
VI. SIMULATION SETUP
A. Encoder Configuration
Video sequences at QCIF resolution, 15 fps, are encoded
with a fixed quantization parameters using the standard JM
encoder, version 6.0a, modified to support standard-compliant
data partitioning. The resulting bitrate is about 100 kbit/s.
The PSNR value of the encoding distortion is 35.52 dB
for the foreman sequence and 36.85 dB for the carphone
sequence. Each frame is subdivided into three slices, each
one corresponding to three consecutive rows of macroblocks.
The mapping of the partitions into packets depends on the
transmission schemes, as shown in Figure 3.
The following concealment techniques have been used.
Packet losses are detected by means of the RTP sequence
number. In case of loss of packets containing class A bits,
the decoder applies a temporal concealment technique that
replaces the missing pixels with the ones in the same position
in the previous frame. Header partial checksum technique
excepted, class A bits —if received— are always correct be-
cause they are checksummed. For the header partial checksum
scheme, instead, class A bits could be corrupted. For this
scheme, in our implementation the decoder discards the class
A information if any syntax violation is detected during the
class A decoding process.
When the class A bits of a certain video unit cannot
be decoded, the decoder applies the temporal concealment
technique and ignores any class B or C information for that
unit. If the class A bits are correctly received and class B or C
bits are available, the JM 6.0a decoder should take advantage
of the error resilience techniques introduced by the encoder
to improve the quality in case of errors. Nevertheless in our
implementation, for simplicity’s sake, we decided to discard
the corrupted B and C bits and to simply take advantage of
the motion vector information included in the class A bits to
improve the concealment technique. In this case, the missing
pixels are replaced with the ones in the previous frame as
pointed to by the motion vectors. This method establishes
the lower bounds of the performance of an error resilient
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE BIT ERROR TRACE.
Parameter Value
Average burst length of errors (bit) 4.40
Error probability during a burst of errors 0.72
Average burst length of correct bits (bit) 16029
Bit error probability considering the whole trace    	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Fig. 4. Distribution of the burst error lengths computed over the trace used
in the experiments.
decoder, because the not checksummed bits are not used at
all to improve the quality of the received video, even when
parts of them are correct. An improved error resilient decoder
could, for instance, decode the not checksummed bits until it
detects an error, and then discard the remaining part of the
packet.
B. Wireless Channel Modeling
Experiments have been conducted to obtain bit-level traces
of an 802.11 wireless channel in different conditions. Packets
with a known payload have been sent from a transmitter node
to a receiver configured to operate in monitor mode. The
receiver monitors the channel and it copies all the bits of all the
received MAC frames to the user space regardless of the FCS
indication. A bit error trace is then determined comparing the
content of the received packets with the known payload. Traces
capturing has been carried out in different conditions, such as
varying transmitter-receiver distance, as well as presence of
obstacles such as walls between them.
The traces present a clear bursty behavior when channel
conditions are poor. Bursts are limited in length and include
sporadically correct bits. In order to model the bursty behavior,
we computed the distribution of burst length, both for bursts
of errors and for burst of correct bits. The burst of errors has
been defined as the sequence of bits, starting and ending with
an error, followed by at least five correct bits.
Table I shows the parameters of the trace which served as
basis for the channel model used in the simulations. The bit
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Foreman sequence.
error probability is computed as the number of erroneous bits
over the total as well as the bit error probability limited to
the bits belonging to a burst of errors as previously defined.
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the error burst lengths.
The other traces, representing different channel conditions,
differ for the average burst length of correct bits.
Given the observed channel behavior, we decided to im-
plement in the ns Network Simulator [17] a two-state model,
in which each state represents either good or bad channel
conditions. The model returns a value for each transmitted
bit, according to its current state. No corruption is possible
in the good state, while in the bad state bits are corrupted
with the uniform probability shown in Table I (0.72). Each
time the channel enters in one of the two states, a random
variable determines the number of bits for which the channel
will remain in that state. The probability density function of
the two random variables —one for the bad and the other for
the good state— is the one experimentally computed from the
bit error traces.
C. Experimental Network Scenario
We considered an 802.11 wireless scenario in which a
wireless node transmits a video sequence directly to a wireless
receiver, in presence of other concurrent video traffic.
The ns network simulator [17] has been used to simulate
the network behavior. For each radio channel, modeled as
explained in Section VI-B, a different random realization has
been used. The 802.11 network bandwidth is set to 11 Mb/s.
Each video stream is sent using the IP/UDP/RTP protocol
stack. The retry limit has been varied to evaluate its impact
on performance of the proposed video transmission scheme.
In the considered scenario, packets are dropped when queues
are full or the MAC checksum fails. In the latter case, packets
are retransmitted by the MAC layer until reaching the retry
limit.
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VII. RESULTS
This section presents a simulative analysis of the proposed
partial checksum technique. Results are presented for the stan-
dard sequences foreman and carphone. The wireless channel
parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table I.
In the considered scenario, the wireless transmitter sends
packets directly to the wireless receiver without using interme-
diate hops. Figure 5 and 6 show, respectively for the foreman
and carphone sequences, the packet loss and corruption rate
as a function of the retry limit for different transmission
schemes. Four other concurrent video flows that use the same
transmission scheme are present in the network. Note that
Equation (8) is experimentally verified. For the no retransmis-
sions case, in fact, the amount of lost plus corrupted packets
in the partial checksum scheme is equal to the amount of lost
packets in the full checksum scheme. The same applies to
the header partial checksum scheme. For higher retry limits,
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Fig. 9. Average number of retransmissions for the various transmission
schemes. Foreman sequence.
the partial checksum scheme presents a significant packet
loss rate reduction, while the number of corrupted packets
slightly increases. Figure 5 also shows the packet loss rate of
the unequal error protection scheme, separately for the two
packet classes. Packets containing class A bits present a loss
rate nearly equal to the partial checksum scheme, because the
amount of protected bits is the same for both schemes. The
packet loss rate of the other packets is approximately constant
because they are transmitted only once.
The impact of the corrupted packets on video quality is now
evaluated to assess the effectiveness of the proposed partial
checksum scheme. Figure 7 and 8 compare, respectively for
the foreman and carphone sequences, the PSNR performance
of the four different transmission schemes as a function of
the retry limit. Simulation conditions are the same as in
Figure 5. The playout buffer is set to 150 ms. However, no
packets are lost due to excessive delay. The average delay
is similar for the various schemes except the unequal error
protection, because this scheme transmits twice the number
of packets. The higher average delay of the unequal error
protection scheme originates from the higher number of chan-
nel contentions. Contention time is, in fact, not negligible in
congested networks. The advantage of the proposed partial
checksum scheme is clear for small values of the retry limit.
In this condition, in fact, the negative effect on quality due
to the high packet corruption rate is adequately counterbal-
anced by the strong loss rate reduction of the checksummed
—hence important— packets. The performance of the full
checksum scheme further confirms that the video decoder
prefers corrupted packets to lost ones. However, if the retry
limit value can be increased in order to recover most of the
lost packets, the full checksum scheme becomes the preferred
technique. Note however that the possibility to use a high retry
limit implies a low network load, therefore plain transmission
schemes are enough to provide good quality. The header partial
checksum scheme consistently delivers a lower performance
with respect to all the other schemes, hence confirming that
partition A bits definitely need protection. The only exception
is the zero retransmission case, in which, as expected, it is
better to forward every received bit, even if corrupt, to the
application level which decides about discarding.
Note that the presented PSNR values for the partial check-
sum scheme represent a lower bound of the performance
achievable by the proposed scheme, since in our implemen-
tation the decoder does not exploit, for simplicity’s sake, the
correctly received parts of the B and C partitions contained in
corrupted packets.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the average number of retrans-
missions per packet for the various transmission schemes.
The full checksum scheme nearly needs twice the number
of retransmission compared to the proposed partial checksum
scheme. The unequal error protection scheme presents the
same average retransmission number of the partial checksum
scheme when considering class A packets only. Note, however,
that the unequal error protection scheme needs to transmit
twice the number of packets of the other schemes, so the
actual network load is higher, due to the higher number of
contentions. The header partial checksum scheme presents the
lowest average number of retransmissions, but the performance
of this scheme is less interesting due to the poor video quality
it provides.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A partial checksum technique to enhance real-time video
transmissions over 802.11 networks has been presented. A
modification of the standard is proposed to limit the coverage
of the link-layer checksum to the most important bits in the
payload. A test implementation that exploits the data parti-
tioning feature of the H.264 video coding standard has been
described. In this scheme, video packets are retransmitted by
the MAC layer only if errors are detected in protocol headers
or in the error-sensitive bit class of the compressed video
stream. The negative effects of errors on the less sensitive
bits have been evaluated, showing that the lower number of
discarded video packets, lower average delay and reduced
network load adequately counterbalance those errors. Network
simulations performed using ns showed that the proposed
partial checksum technique achieves consistent video quality
improvements with respect to state-of-the-art techniques, such
as unequal error protection based on different retry limits.
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